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Given the growing number of Latino English learners and the lack of evidence-based educational opportunities they are provided, we investigated the impact of one potentially effective literacy intervention that targets struggling first-grade Spanish-speaking students: Descubriendo La Lectura (DLL). DLL provides first-grade Spanish-speaking students one-on-one literacy instruction in their native language and is implemented at an individualized pace for approximately 12 to 20 weeks by trained bilingual teachers. Using a multisite, multicohort, student-level randomized controlled trial, we examined the impact of DLL on both Spanish and English literacy skills. In this article, we report findings from the first of three cohorts of students to participate in the study. Analyses of outcomes indicate that treated students outperformed control students on all 11 Spanish literacy assessments with statistically significant effect sizes ranging from 0.34 to 1.06. Analyses of outcomes on four English literacy assessments yielded positive effect sizes, though none were statistically significant.
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The rich cultural and language diversity of our nation continues to grow. As of fall 2015, English language learners (ELLs) made up nearly 10% (4.8 million) of public school students in the United States (Office of English Language Acquisition, 2015), with recent projections suggesting that ELLs will comprise 25% of the nation’s students by 2030 (National Clearinghouse for English Language Acquisition, 2011). Spanish speakers represent the majority of ELL students (77%) and the overall Latino population is expected to double to 28.6% (or 119 million) of the U.S. population by 2060.

Even as Latino ELL students represent a larger and larger share of the U.S. student population, interventions and policies to support their educational opportunities and outcomes have been insufficient. For instance, Latino ELL students have fewer opportunities to practice literacy, particularly in English, before formal schooling begins (Schneider, Martinez, & Ownes, 2006) and generally attend schools with less favorable learning environments relative to White students, including less experienced teachers (Galindo & Reardon, 2006; Reardon & Galindo, 2009). The progress of ELL students may be further constrained by statewide English-only programming policies that are associated with higher rates of special education referrals and dropout for ELLs (Gandara & Hopkins, 2010). Finally, the assessments themselves can contribute to inaccurate and biased estimates of ELLs’ achievement when the test items confound students’ cognitive skills in the measured content area with unrelated cultural and linguistic knowledge (Abedi, Hofstetter, & Lord, 2004).

Addressing the Literacy Needs of Spanish-Language ELLs: Best Practices and the Descubriendo La Lectura (DLL) Theory of Action

As existing policies and practices have largely failed to capitalize on the strengths of Latino and ELL students, compromising students’ educational and labor market...
opportunities, a critical policy question comes into focus: How do policy makers and practitioners advance the literacy skills of struggling Spanish-language ELLs? This article highlights one promising and replicable approach: Descubriendo La Lectura (DLL), which is the Spanish-language reconstruction of the widely used Reading Recovery program. DLL is an intensive, one-to-one literacy intervention that helps struggling first-grade ELLs, while also drawing on Spanish-speaking students' cultural and native language assets through the unique potential of bilingualism—an approach with cognitive, social–emotional, and employment benefits (Bialystock, 2001; Galambos & Hakuta, 1988; Nagy, Berninger, Abbott, Vaughter, & Vermeulen, 2003; Portes & Hao, 2002; Vom Dorp, 2000).

First, we ground the current study within the context of prior approaches to advancing the literacy skills of Spanish-language ELLs by exploring the research literature concerning best practices. Next, we discuss both how the DLL program addresses these research-based best practices and the theory of action through which the program may achieve the hypothesized positive Spanish- and English-language achievement impacts.

Language of Instruction. The research literature suggests that extensive use of native language instruction supports ELLs' language and literacy development (Cummins, 2005; Lindholm-Leary & Block, 2010; Ramírez, Yuen, Ramey, & Pasta, 1991; Thomas & Collier, 2002). Moreover, learning basic literacy skills in one’s native language tends to transfer to development of second-language skills (Durgunoglu, Nagy, & Hancin-Bhatt, 1993; Quiroga, Lemos-Britton, Mostafapour, Abbott, & Berninger, 2001; Roberts, 1994). This latter point is supported by evidence suggesting that early native language reading ability is predictive of later English proficiency (August & Shanahan, 2008; Genesee, Lindholm-Leary, Saunders, & Christian, 2006).

Indeed, relative to English-only programs, recent research suggests that bilingual programs produce stronger long-term English proficiency and English/language arts achievement (National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine, 2017; Umansky & Reardon, 2014; Valentino & Reardon, 2015). A recent meta-analysis similarly concluded that bilingual programs boosted academic achievement, especially reading proficiency, for language minority children across countries and languages (McField & McField, 2014). Several research syntheses also suggest that ELLs experience better English reading outcomes in bilingual programs than in English-only programs (Francis, Lesaux, & August, 2006; Rolstad, Mahoney, & Glass, 2005; Slavin & Cheung, 2004).

Timing of Intervention. Beyond the language of instruction, the research literature highlights the importance of early intervention and points to enduring challenges experienced by students who do not learn to read in the early grades (Francis, Shaywitz, Stuebing, Shaywitz, & Fletcher, 1996; Juel, 1988). Given the optimal neurological and developmental stage of early childhood, preschool, and early-elementary interventions offer potential for substantial growth and a particularly strong return on investment (Knudsen, Heckman, Cameron, & Shonkoff, 2006). A research synthesis by Wanzek and Vaughn (2007) specifically found larger effects for reading interventions that begin in first grade relative to interventions that begin in second and third grade, as reading challenges become more complex in the later grades.

Mode of Instruction. While research supports the efficacy of a handful of whole class and whole school reforms (e.g., Success for All, cooperative learning, and Direct Instruction) for struggling ELL readers, small group and one-to-one tutoring have proven to be effective for those students who require the greatest level of support (Cheung & Slavin, 2012). An extensive research synthesis of effective programs for struggling readers by Slavin, Lake, Davis, and Madden (2011) concluded that one-on-one tutoring is a particularly effective approach to improving reading achievement (effect size: $d = 0.38$). Those tutoring programs that focus on phonics and are delivered by teachers ($d = 0.69$) appear particularly effective relative to those that employ phonetic models delivered in small groups ($d = 0.31$) or by paraprofessionals ($d = 0.38$). A research synthesis of effective instructional approaches for Spanish-dominant ELLs in the elementary grades confirms the efficacy of one-on-one tutoring and small-group instruction for struggling ELL readers (Cheung & Slavin, 2012).

A meta-analysis on early reading interventions by Wanzek et al. (2018) suggested that one-on-one tutoring is generally more effective than group instruction of 2 to 8 students, though the authors reported that too few studies have examined small-group instruction (2–4 students) to understand its relative effectiveness. While highlighting the superiority of phonetic tutoring, Slavin et al. (2011) concluded that small-group instruction may be appropriate for students with “mild reading problems,” given the cost of tutoring, while individual tutoring is optimal for students with “the most serious difficulties.”

While one-on-one tutoring is associated with large effect sizes, the evidence suggests that tutoring ought to be coupled with improvements in classroom instruction through elementary school to sustain effects over time. For example, Success for All is associated with longer term gains than tutoring alone. It combines classroom interventions focused on reading with tutoring for first-grade students who continue to struggle, as well as sustained classroom interventions in later elementary grades. Slavin et al. (2011) thus conclude that “with a continuing focus on effective classroom instructional models, most children who receive...
effective tutoring interventions in first grade can be kept on track in reading.”

Another research review (U.S. Department of Education, 2001) substantiates the efficacy of tutoring programs and specifies that programs with research-based components lead to reading improvements, as well as increases in students’ self-confidence and motivation to read. This synthesis identified six elements of tutoring programs that produce the best academic outcomes: (1) close coordination with the classroom or reading teacher, (2) intensive and ongoing training for tutors, (3) well-structured tutoring sessions in which the content and delivery of instruction is carefully scripted, (4) careful monitoring and reinforcement of progress, (5) frequent and regular tutoring sessions, with each session between 10 and 60 minutes daily, and (6) specially designed interventions for the 17% to 20% of children with severe reading difficulties.

**Implementation Approach.** Well-trained teachers are key to the success of any educational program or intervention. In addition to the benefit of tutoring models that employ certified teachers (Slavin et al., 2011), the research literature suggests that high-quality professional development (PD) is a key ingredient of effective tutoring programs (U.S. Department of Education, 2001), programs providing dual-language instruction (Boyle, August, Tabaku, Cole, & Simpson-Baird, 2015), and reading programs for struggling readers (Slavin et al., 2011), ELLs (National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine, 2017), and Spanish-dominant ELLs (Cheung & Slavin, 2012). In fact, a synthesis of evidence on effective reading programs for Spanish-dominant ELLs by Slavin and Cheung (2004) suggested that, more important than the language of instruction, the most effective interventions “provide extensive PD and coaching to help teachers effectively implement promising models.” Indeed, many successful education interventions have failed to maintain their effectiveness once they are brought to scale, and implementation research suggests that successful innovations are supported and sustained by change agents that facilitate learning and reform (Fullan, 1993; May et al., 2013) and networks that support continuous learning and development within and across sites (Bryk, Gomez, & Grunow, 2010; Englebart, 2003).

**Key Literacy Components.** Beyond the language of instruction, timing of intervention, instructional grouping, instructional support, and support for implementation, the research literature highlights the importance of evidence-based literacy content. Though the National Reading Panel report did not specifically focus on ELLs nor students learning in non-English languages, DLL—like its sister English-language program, Reading Recovery—has adopted the five essential elements of reading instruction identified by the panel’s report: phonemic awareness, phonics, fluency, vocabulary, and text comprehension (National Institute of Child Health and Human Development, 2000). It has been 18 years since the publication of this report, which relied on the review of over 100,000 studies of literacy instruction, yet the findings remain relevant and influential today as both Reading Recovery and DLL practices continue to be guided by the “five essential elements” identified by the report’s authors.

In 2006, another expert panel produced the Report of the National Literacy Panel on Language-Minority Children and Youth, titled, *Developing Literacy in Second Language Learners* (August & Shanahan, 2006). This report has been criticized for privileging monolingualism, and language-minority students are, by default, defined as “behind” from the outset (Escamilla, 2009). In addition, the report drew on a limited evidence base relative to the original National Reading Panel study and, despite these limitations, presumed that many of the National Reading Panel findings applied to ELLs as well as monolingual students. Nonetheless, most fundamentally, the 2006 report agreed with several other research reviews mentioned earlier by concluding that instructional programs that invest in the development of students’ first language are more effective than those that are English medium or English only (Escamilla, 2009).

**Alignment of DLL With the Research Evidence**

The DLL model was designed to deliver research-based practices to ELLs who are struggling with reading. As displayed in Table 1, the research literature supports the various components of the DLL model—an early, one-on-one Spanish-language tutoring intervention composed of evidence-based literacy and tutoring components, delivered by well-trained teachers.

DLL is taught to first-grade students in their native Spanish language, reflecting the evidence that early interventions that build literacy proficiency in students’ first language support long-term language and literacy achievement in both Spanish and English. It aligns with research-based, one-on-one tutoring practices by providing daily 30-minute, one-on-one lessons for the lowest achieving Spanish-language ELLs (i.e., the lowest performing 20% to 25%). The tutoring is highly structured with a set of prescribed activities for each lesson, including a portion devoted to phonics instruction. Teacher procedures include a high degree of progress monitoring through multiple record-keeping procedures, such as the running record form—a detailed accounting of student progress completed during each lesson to inform the student’s next lesson. In addition, the tutors regularly communicate with the classroom teachers to discuss student progress and coordinate reading strategies.

Along with a rigorous teacher selection process, a defining characteristic of the DLL model is a highly structured,
ongoing PD system. At the first level, DLL teacher leaders train to become “expert literacy coaches” through postgraduate training and ongoing mentorship from university faculty. These trained teacher leaders then deliver a year-long, graduate-level DLL course to beginning DLL teachers, who teach DLL children while receiving at least four school visits from their teacher leader. Teachers “bridging” from Reading Recovery to DLL participate in a second year of graduate coursework and training in Spanish (May et al., 2013; Reading Recovery Council of North America [RRCNA], 2017a). DLL teachers and teacher leaders then maintain an ongoing professional learning relationship in which the teacher participates in a minimum of six PD sessions each year. They regularly communicate with the teacher leader about student progress, share student data, and receive at least one school visit from their teacher leader annually. These prescribed PD processes aim to highlight the importance of teacher quality, foster highly skilled teachers, and sustain high teaching standards throughout a teacher’s career (May et al., 2013; RRCNA, 2017b).

DLL is also designed to provide systemic support for implementation fidelity across sites, as envisioned by its founder and reflected in the program’s implementation Standards and Guidelines (Clay, 1987; May et al., 2013). Teacher leaders serve as change agents by working with district administrators to oversee program implementation, maintain PD standards, and exchange information on student outcomes with university trainers, district-level site coordinators, principals, and DLL teachers. District-level site coordinators communicate with teacher leaders to make policies, design structures, recruit teachers, and secure resources that support and sustain implementation. Principals ensure the structures, personnel, and resources to facilitate school-level implementation, and DLL teachers coordinate with classroom teachers and principals to align instruction. This structured network is further supported by resources from the RRCNA, training that begins with the North American Trainers Group, and a central data management entity, the International Data Evaluation Center (IDEC). DLL site and personnel expectations are clearly defined through the Standards and Guidelines to support systemic implementation (May et al., 2013; RRCNA, 2017b), while the PD and data from the IDEC system help maintain an approach that emphasizes a model of ongoing and data-driven improvement.

Similar to the Reading Recovery approach, DLL lessons consistently include each of the essential reading elements as identified by the National Reading Panel (Forbes & Doyle, 2004). For example, DLL teachers facilitate text comprehension by helping students anticipate meaning through reading continuous text, rereading familiar books, and discussing the content (Forbes & Doyle, 2004). DLL also promotes self-monitoring and sustained literacy by emphasizing self-directed and active learning through independent reading and writing opportunities (DeFord, 2007; May et al., 2013). Finally, lessons focus on improving students’ vocabulary skills and knowledge of comprehension strategies, which can improve reading comprehension outcomes for ELLs (Jimenez, 1997; Jimenez, Garcia, & Pearson, 1996; Proctor, Dalton, Grisham, 2007).

Prior Research on Reading Recovery and DLL

In addition to the theoretical and practical evidence supporting the key components of DLL, there is a long-standing
history of rigorous empirical support for the English-language version of DLL, Reading Recovery (D’Agostino & Murphy, 2004; May et al., 2015; Sirinides, Gray, & May, 2018). Furthermore, quasi-experimental studies of the DLL program have demonstrated substantial reading gains by students, wherein they meet the reading level of their first-grade peers (Escamilla, 1994; Escamilla, Loera, Ruiz, & Rodríguez, 1998; Neal & Kelly, 1999), and descriptive studies indicate that DLL students maintain these gains through elementary school (Escamilla et al., 1998; Neal & Kelly, 1999). With limited quasi-experimental and descriptive evidence to assess the impacts of DLL, this study adds considerable rigor to the literature on evidence-based practices for advancing the literacy skills of struggling Spanish-speaking ELLs in general, and to our understanding of the DLL intervention’s efficacy in particular. Specifically, with this experimental study, we respond to the question: What is the impact of assignment to DLL on the literacy achievement of Spanish-speaking, first-grade ELLs, as measured by two Spanish-language assessments (Instrumento de Observación Logramos) and an English-language assessment (Iowa Test of Basic Skills [ITBS])?

**Method**

**Study Design**

To estimate the impact of DLL on literacy achievement, we designed this study as a multisite, student-level randomized controlled trial in which first-grade Spanish-speaking students, who were determined to be struggling readers, were assigned to receive DLL services either at the start of the 2016–2017 school year (immediate group) or later in the 2016–2017 school year (delayed group). The delayed group served as the control group. This article reports outcomes for the first cohort from this study.

**Sample**

Schools were recruited to participate in this study if they had been implementing DLL for at least one year prior to the start of the study. Students were eligible for DLL services if their home language was Spanish and if they were among the lowest scoring 25% of students in their schools as determined by the IdO (see below for a description of all measures).

The Cohort 1 sample included 152 first-grade struggling readers, whose home language was Spanish (78 treatment and 74 control) nested within 22 schools and seven school districts across three states: Texas, Illinois, and Arizona. Of these students, approximately 45% are female, 99% are Hispanic, and 82% are economically disadvantaged, as indicated by students’ participation in free or reduced-priced meal programs.

**Random Assignment Procedure**

We conducted student-level random assignment within each school-level block. Assignment to experimental conditions was accomplished via use of a random number generator. Each DLL-eligible student was assigned a random number and those with the lowest numbers were served first. DLL teachers served half of the students in the fall semester (immediate/treatment group) and the other half in the spring (delayed/control group).

**Testing Procedure**

All eligible students (immediate and delayed) were tested in the fall on three measures: IdO, Logramos, and ITBS (see below for a description of all measures). Students served first progressed through the program at an individualized pace, lasting between 12 and 20 weeks. As each “immediate” student exited the program, she or he was posttested on the three measures. At the same time as a student exited the program, the next student from the delayed group with the lowest randomly generated number was also tested, and then received DLL services. In this way, both groups of students were pre- and posttested at the same time, but at that time, only the immediately served students had received DLL services. Figure 1 depicts the DLL services and testing timeline for both experimental groups.

**Measures**

To evaluate the impacts of DLL on literacy achievement, we used a battery of two Spanish assessments and one English assessment including IdO, Logramos, and the ITBS. These tests were administered prior to randomization and as each immediate student exited the program and each delayed student entered. DLL teacher leaders, who were not direct instructors of the students in our study, administered these assessments to students. Each test is described below.

IdO is a routinely used DLL assessment that serves as a diagnostic tool to assess students’ literacy skills prior to, and on exiting, DLL services (Escamilla, Andrade, Basurto, & Ruiz, 1996). It is administered as a part of routine practice for all implementations of DLL for Spanish-language students and includes six subtests: Letter Identification, Word Test, Concepts about Print, Writing Vocabulary, Hearing and Recording Sounds in Words, and Text Reading.

IdO is designed for the systematic observation of young children’s early literacy competencies. The National Center on Response to Intervention reviewed the Observation Survey, giving it its highest rating of “convincing evidence” in each category (see http://www.rti4success.org/observation-survey-early-literacy-achievement-reading). Escamilla et al. (1996) reported evidence of construct validity for the IdO using data from approximately 500 first-grade students,
yielding Cronbach’s alphas ranging from $\alpha = .51$ to $\alpha = .82$. In addition, concurrent validity was established by comparing the six subtests of IdO with a norm-referenced test, Aprenda: La Prueba de Logros en Español (Pearson, 3rd ed.; see http://www.pearsonassessments.com/learningassessments/products/100000585/aprenda-3-aprenda-la-prueba-de-logros-en-espanol-tercera-edicion.html). Content validity was established through a series of translations and back translations (Escamilla et al., 1996). Furthermore, Escamilla and her colleagues (1996) reported that the IdO performed equally well across first-grade students from three different cultural backgrounds: Mexican American, Puerto Rican, and Cuban American. The results suggested no differential understanding of the survey questions across the three groups.

Logramos (2006) is the Spanish-language version of the ITBS achievement test battery and is available from Houghton Mifflin Harcourt. The items in Logramos follow the scope and sequence of Form E of the English-language Iowa Assessments and have been translated, when appropriate, from the original English items in Form E of the Iowa Assessments. Though the vast majority of items were direct translations of the English test into Spanish, some items required adaptation and replacement of English items in the Spanish version in order to target the same skills and maintain the underlying psychometrics of the test items.

Finally, to assess students’ English-literacy skills, we administered the ITBS. We concede that content-based assessments can confound students’ cognitive skills in the measured content area with unrelated cultural and linguistic knowledge and are, thus, not always valid and reliable assessments of ELLs’ content knowledge (Abedi et al., 2004). One might argue that as such an English-language assessment is not a valid and reliable measure of ELLs’ literacy skills, as the test conflates an ELLs’ knowledge of English with general literacy skills. We administered two Spanish-language literacy assessments, the Logramos and IdO, which do not confound English-language knowledge with general literacy skills. We use the ITBS test not to measure general literacy skills, but rather to measure the extent to which the students may have realized improvements in their English literacy skills. We do, however, assume that measurement error is likely to be a factor, due to ELLs’ limited opportunities to learn English.

For both the ITBS and Logramos, we administered three subtests during each assessment, Vocabulary/Vocabulario, Reading/Lectura, and Language/Lenguaje, which are combined to create an overall total score. Vocabulary/Vocabulario includes 26 items. Reading/Lectura, includes 35 items and assesses literacy in the following domains: Literary Text/Texto literario, Informational Text/Texto informativo, Explicit Meaning/Significado explícito, Implicit Meaning/Significado implícito, Key Ideas/Ideas principales. The Language (Lenguaje) section of the assessment includes 34 items assessing: Spelling/Ortografía, Capitalization/Uso de mayúsculas, Punctuation/Puntuación, and Written Expression/Expresión escrita. These tests are standardized, norm-referenced, and not overaligned with the intervention and, therefore, provide fair assessments of achievement change for both control- and treatment-group students.

Beyond these test scores, we collected demographic data for each student through the IDEC (2012) at the Ohio State University, which gathers data on all Reading Recovery and DLL sites and students each year.
Analytic Method

We fit a series of hierarchical linear models to estimate the student-level “intent to treat” impact, or impact of being assigned to receive DLL services, on each of the outcome measures. The unit of analysis is at the student-level because students were randomly assigned within schools in this study. To account for the nesting structure of data (where students were nested within schools), the model includes a random error term at the school level. The model adjusts outcomes by using a student-level pretest measure, thus improving model fit and statistically adjusting for any potential chance pretest differences between treatment and control groups. The model used for the impact analysis is conceived as follows:

\[ Y_{ij} = \alpha + \beta(DLL_{ij}) + \gamma(PRETEST_{ij}) + u_j + \epsilon_{ij} \]

where \( Y_{ij} \) represents the test score of student \( i \) in school \( j \), \( DLL_{ij} \) is an indicator variable equal to 1 for DLL (immediately treated group) and 0 for the control group (delayed treatment group) and \( \beta \) is the coefficient representing the impact of DLL for student \( i \) in school \( j \). \( PRETEST_{ij} \) is each student’s standardized pretest measure. In this formulation, the model intercept, \( \alpha \), represents the grand mean for the control group members with average pretest scores (reference group), \( \gamma \) is a coefficient representing the association between the pretest measure and the outcome, \( u_j \) represents the school-specific error, and \( \epsilon_{ij} \) represents the student-specific error.

All pre- and posttest scores were standardized to have a mean of 0 and standard deviation of 1. Therefore, the coefficient for the treatment variable represents the standardized mean difference—that is, the effect size—between treatment and control students. To reduce the false discovery rate, the Benjamini–Hochberg correction for multiple comparisons was used.

Results

Attrition Analysis

We estimated potential bias due to sample attrition following standards developed by the What Works Clearinghouse (WWC; Institute of Education Sciences, 2017). Sample attrition occurs when the final analytical sample differs from the randomly assigned sample due to missing data. In our study, students missing pre- or posttest data were excluded from the analytic samples. WWC describes whether the combination of overall attrition (i.e., the rate of attrition for the entire sample) and differential attrition (i.e., the difference in the rates of attrition for the treatment and control groups) is high or low, then determines whether the expected bias due to attrition rate is tolerable or unacceptable.

For IdO, with an overall attrition rate of 6.58% and a differential attrition rate of 0.35 percentage points, the IdO sample falls in the low attrition category, as defined by WWC standards. For ITBS, with an overall attrition rate of 8.55% to 26.32% and a differential attrition rate of 0.31 to 1.25 percentage points, the ITBS sample also falls within the WWC’s low attrition category. Finally, for the Logramos assessment, with an overall attrition rate of 7.24% to 19.08% and a differential attrition rate of 1.70 to 3.60 percentage points, the Logramos sample is also within the WWC’s low attrition category. Therefore, overall, all subtests meet the criteria for “low” attrition, resulting in tolerable levels of potential bias. Given that our study used a randomized controlled design and sample attrition falls into the low attrition category, our study is eligible to “Meet WWC Group Design Standards Without Reservations” (Institute of Education Sciences, 2017). Table 2 shows the combination of overall and differential attrition for each outcome measure of our study.

Baseline Equivalence

Baseline equivalence testing between immediate and delayed treatment students was completed for each analytic sample. As preintervention baseline measures, seven subtests of IdO as well as four subtests of both the ITBS and Logramos were included. The mean differences between treatment and control group and the standardized mean differences (Hedges’ \( g \)) for the IdO, ITBS, and Logramos are shown in Tables 3, 4, and 5, respectively. For IdO, the differences between the treatment and control groups are greater than 0.25 standardized units for Hearing and Recording Sounds in Words (\( g = 0.27 \)), Text Reading Level (\( g = 0.26 \)), and fall Observation Survey Total Score (\( g = 0.27 \); see Table 3). For ITBS, the differences between treatment and control groups are less than 0.25 standardized units for all pretest measures except the Reading pretest (\( g = 0.30 \) for the Reading sample; \( g = 0.26 \) for the Language sample; and \( g = 0.30 \) for the ELA [English language arts] total sample; see Table 4). Finally, for the Logramos assessment, the differences between treatment and control groups are less than 0.25 standardized units for all pretest measures except the Language pretest (\( g = -0.30 \) to \( -0.34 \) across analytic samples; see Table 5).

Because we established that there were low overall and differential attrition rates, we can be confident that any observed baseline differences between the treatment and control samples are not due to systematic sources of bias. Though some baseline pretest differences were greater than 0.25 SDs, these differences occurred by chance through sampling error alone. To improve the precision of our analytical models, and to account for these baseline differences,
we statistically control for the pretests in all of our analytical models.

**Impact Analyses**

The results are presented separately for each literacy measure. As noted earlier, treatment coefficients can be interpreted as the standardized mean differences (or effect sizes, \( g \)) between treatment and control students on the three literacy assessments.

**Instrumento de Observacion.** We found statistically significant student-level impacts of assignment to DLL services on all IdO posttest outcomes, ranging from an effect size of 0.34 for the Sound in Words outcome to \( g = 1.01 \) for the Text Reading subtest. Table 6 shows the average DLL effects on all six IdO outcomes: Letter Identification, Ohio Word Test, Concepts about Print, Writing Vocabulary, Hearing and Recording Sounds, and Text Reading Sounds, and Text Reading Level.

**Iowa Test of Basic Skills.** Students assigned to DLL scored higher on all ITBS subtests than those assigned to the control (delayed) group as demonstrated by positive effect sizes; however, the effect sizes were not statistically significant. Table 7 shows the average impacts of assignment to DLL on each of the ITBS outcomes including the following: Reading, Language, Vocabulary, and ELA total.
Logramos. Students who received DLL services outperformed those who had not yet received services on all Logramos subtests and the associated effect sizes were statistically significant ranging from $d = 0.41$ to $d = 0.55$. Table 8 shows the average DLL effects for the four Logramos outcomes: Reading, Language, Vocabulary, and ELA total.

Because we tested the statistical significance of multiple outcomes within one literacy domain, we applied the
Benjamini–Hochberg method to adjust for multiple comparisons to control for a false-discovery rate. The results suggest that even after adjusting for multiple comparisons across seven IdO and four Logramos tests, these statistically significant results held. In other words, our analyses indicated that the treated students served by DLL outperformed the control students on all Spanish assessments (i.e., all IdO and Logramos measures).

**Discussion**

The results from the first cohort of our national randomized controlled trial of DLL indicate that treatment students served by DLL outperformed control students on all IdO and Logramos measures. In addition, although the effect sizes on the English-language assessment, ITBS, did not meet conventional levels of statistical significance, all treatment effect estimates were positive and ranged from a standardized effect size of 0.12 to 0.29. Indeed, according to the U.S. Department of Education’s WWC conventions, the 0.29 effect size for the ITBS Vocabulary subtest was greater than the 0.25 criterion—suggesting that the impact may be substantial enough to recognize as practically or educationally significant, even in the absence of achieving a traditional criterion of statistical significance (Institute of Education Sciences, 2017).

This study provides valuable experimental estimates of the literacy impacts of the DLL program. Similar to the recent findings of Sirinides et al. (2018) for DLL’s sister English-language program, Reading Recovery, DLL demonstrates a clear benefit to students across many dimensions of literacy in reliable ways that are replicated from student to student and teacher to teacher. Moreover, these observed effects are, in general, of considerable magnitude. Relative to the findings of Slavin et al. (2011), whose synthesis of the evidence concluded that one-on-one tutoring programs, in general, improve the reading achievement of struggling readers by an effect size of 0.38 relative to the performance of control groups, our findings suggest that the impact of DLL on students’ Spanish-language test outcomes was nearly twice that magnitude, with an average effect size of approximately 0.66. As another potentially informative reference, Hill, Bloom, Black, and Lipsey (2008), concluded that the average amount of achievement growth experienced by the typical U.S. first grader, after receiving a full year of instruction (as measured by typical U.S. achievement tests), is equivalent to an effect size of 0.97. After exposure to only 12 to 20 weeks of DLL, students’ Spanish-language achievement grew by approximately two thirds that amount, and actually exceeded a full year of first-grade achievement growth for two of the eleven outcomes that we measured.

Previous studies of DLL have not included assessments of English-language acquisition and achievement and, thus,
have not explored the idea that learning in one’s native language can transfer to learning a second language. The DLL program serves schools that are dedicated to the idea of Spanish-language instruction, and bilingualism. School-based programs for ELLs of the type sometimes referred to as *maintenance programs* are designed to foster the minority language of the child’s ethnic group and promote bilingualism and biculturalism in the pupils (Ferguson, Houghton, & Wells, 1977). Indeed, all participating schools in this study target cultivating ELL students’ native language skills in Spanish with the goal that students will, ultimately, acquire both English and Spanish literacy skills as they progress through elementary school. As such, the results may more readily generalize to schools with these characteristics. ELL students in the participating schools receive approximately 80% to 90% of their instruction in Spanish. Therefore, opportunities to acquire English-language literacy skills through classroom instruction were, by design, quite limited, and expected gains in English-language skills may rely more strongly on Spanish–English language transference, than direct English-language instruction. Nevertheless, a number of studies on a variety of languages support the idea that learning literacy in one’s first language augments literacy in the second (Richards-Tutor et al., 2016; Roberts, 1994). So, there is some evidence to support the idea that promoting students’ literacy learning in their native language can transfer to learning in a second language.

Though these results suggest that the DLL program provided an impact that was substantially greater than the typical one-on-one tutoring program, our ongoing work will replicate this experimental study of DLL impacts across two additional student cohorts and will help determine the extent to which positive effects are reliably produced. In addition, we are hopeful that additional ongoing data collection activities will provide new insights to evaluate the quality and variability of implementation across sites and teachers. Clear, evidence-based strengths of the DLL program are its well-specified guidelines and practices, and ongoing oversight, support, and training by teacher leaders and university-based trainers. However, much may be learned by measuring such things as variability in the contexts in which DLL is implemented, the quality and quantity of DLL instruction and how it may vary, and how such contextual and programmatic variation may be associated with differences in student outcomes. Future analyses of the

| TABLE 7 | Hierarchical Linear Model Results for Iowa Test of Basic Skills Outcomes |
|---------|-----------------------------|-----------------------------|-----------------------------|-----------------------------|
|         | Reading                     | Language                    | Vocabulary                  | ELA total                   |
| (Intercept) | $-0.120$ (0.141)            | $-0.035$ (0.138)            | $-0.099$ (0.144)            | $-0.075$ (0.140)            |
| Treatment | $0.189$ (0.178)             | $0.122$ (0.176)             | $0.292$ (0.160)             | $0.167$ (0.178)             |
| Reading Pretest | $0.152$ (0.096)            |                              |                             |                             |
| Language Pretest  |                              | $0.118$ (0.091)            |                             |                             |
| Vocabulary Pretest |                              |                              | $0.062$ (0.089)            |                             |
| ELA total Pretest  |                              |                              |                              | $0.204$* (0.094)            |
| No. of observations | 112                         | 123                         | 137                         | 112                         |
| No. of groups | 18                          | 20                          | 22                          | 18                          |

*Note.* ELA = English language arts.

*p < .05. **p < .01. ***p < .001.

| TABLE 8 | Hierarchical Linear Model Results for Logramos Outcomes |
|---------|-----------------------------|-----------------------------|-----------------------------|-----------------------------|
|         | Reading                     | Language                    | Vocabulary                  | ELA total                   |
| (Intercept) | $-0.278^*$ (0.115)        | $-0.204$ (0.132)            | $-0.240$ (0.122)            | $-0.292^*$ (0.123)           |
| Treatment | $0.542^{***}$ (0.159)     | $0.407^*$ (0.163)           | $0.473^{**}$ (0.157)        | $0.548^{***}$ (0.159)        |
| Reading Pretest | $0.417^{***}$ (0.080)    |                              |                             |                             |
| Language Pretest  |                              | $0.153$ (0.083)            |                             |                             |
| Vocabulary Pretest |                              |                              | $0.239^{**}$ (0.082)       |                             |
| ELA Total Pretest  |                              |                              |                              | $0.425^{***}$ (0.081)       |
| No. of observations | 124                         | 138                         | 141                         | 123                         |
| No. of groups | 20                          | 21                          | 22                          | 20                          |

*Note.* ELA = English language arts.

*p < .05. **p < .01. ***p < .001.
longitudinal outcomes for the participating students also will help inform how these initial achievement effects are sustained over time. Finally, through planned cost analyses, we hope to inform additional questions related to cost-effectiveness, such as how the program may prevent the need for other potentially more costly interventions, including special education, continuing specialized services for English learners, and retention in grade.
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**Note**

1. Specifically, we rank ordered the statistically significant findings within the domain in ascending order of the p values, such that \( p_1 \leq p_2 \leq p_3 \cdots \leq p_6 \leq p_M \). For each p value, \( p_1 - M \), we computed: \( p_i = \frac{\alpha}{M} \), where \( i \) is the rank for \( p_i \), with \( i = 1, 2, \ldots, M; M \) is the total number of findings within the domain; and \( \alpha \) is the target level of statistical significance.
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